COHIBA
Cohiba, created in 1966 for president Fidel Castro himself, is the flagship
brands of habanos and is enjoyed by a wide range of cigar enthusiasts
around the world.
		Dollar

Cohiba Robustos
Flavours of spice, cocoa bean with strong hints
of cedar and even wine perfectly mingle
with the palate.

$ 30,00

Cohiba Siglo II
Creamy, smooth as silk, are rich in a myriad of
aromas varying from musk and spice to earthy,
woody tones.

$ 25,00

Cohiba Maduro Secretos
An attractive little cigar that offers complex flavours
from coffee and leather, to almonds and caramel.

$ 23,00

H. UPMANN
H. Upmann cigars are imbued with a heritage that dates back to 1844.
		Dollar

PARTAGAS

H. Upmann Coronas Major Tube
A subtle mix of medium tobacco, cedar and cork
flavours arouse the tongue and tickle the taste buds.

$ 15,00

Hoyo de Monterrey Epicure No. 2
Completely handmade, it has an intense
tobacco taste, blended with cocoa, cinnamon
and dried fruits.

$ 21,00

ROMEO Y JULIETA

Partagas cigars, branded in 1845 by Don Jaime Partagas, is one of the
oldest and most well-known of all Cuban cigar brands. Partagas is one
of the truly great, old Havana brands.

Named after William Shakespeare’s tragic lovers, the origins of Romeo
y Julieta as a Habano date back to 1875. Over 40 shapes and sizes are
produced under this brand, some of which are considered the very best
		
in their size.
		Dollar

Partagas Serie D No.4
Full of the partagas power that we all search
for, in a format which just seems right.
Strong and full bodied, this is a Cuban classic.

$ 23,00

		
		Dollar

Romeo Y Julieta Churchill
Powerful and yet disarmingly smooth. Robust and
complex in its multitude of flavours which include
vanilla, coffee, tropical fruit, wood, cocoa, nuts,
herbs and flowers.

$ 32,00

The most famous of the many famous Cuban cigar brands. This cigar
is exclusively created with selected leaves from the Vuelta Abajo region,
home of the finest tobaccos in the world. Its distinctive medium to full
flavour and distinguished aroma.

Romeo Y Julieta Short Churchill
An easy drawing, medium flavour, light strength
cigar that is sweet in taste from the first
to the last puff.

$ 25,00

Montecristo No.2
The most famous cigar coming out of Cuba.
Powerful from the start, the No.2 tantalizes the
palate with rich wood and spice flavours.

$ 25,00

Romeo Y Julieta No.2
Very nice draw and burn. Mild, fruity flavours
with understones of leather and earth.

$ 15,00

Montecristo No.3
Montecristo No.3 cigars are sought after for their
distinctive medium to full flavour and
distinguished aroma.

$ 18,00

Montecristo No.4
It has spice and a complex carthiness with
roasted coffee on the palate and a long spicy finish.

$ 18,00

MONTECRISTO

		Dollar

DAVIDOFF
A brand created by the legendry Zino Davidoff, who originally starred
producing cigars in Cuba circa 1969. The great man himself died on
14th January 1994 but not before he had switched production of his
special brand to the Dominican Republic around 1990.
		Dollar

Davidoff Ambassadrice
Cigar connoisseurs will appreciate the light,
delicate yet rich aroma of the Davidoff
Ambassadrice Natural cigars.

9% sales tax is included

$ 15,00

Davidoff Grand Cru No. 5
The Davidoff Grand Cru No. 5 packs complexity
and aroma into a short Petit Corona format, ideal
with an aperitif or a well-earned coffee break.
This delicate blend of premium tobaccos create a
complex mild Petit Corona that will stand with any
other great smoke.

$ 16,00

Davidoff Aniversario Short Perfecto
The Davidoff Aniversario Short Perfecto is a
beautifully crafted and wholly unconventional cigar.
It addresses the senses with an exquisite harmony
of leather, nuts, black pepper and spices.

$ 18,00
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